Organisation Tips for Remote Learning
1. Get up and be prepared to learn:
Getting up, dressed and ready for the school day
to begin at 9am is very important. Students
should treat the weekdays during term time as
school days. If possible, setting up a dedicated
workspace will help students to separate school
work from leisure and avoid distractions like their
mobile phones, TVs and tablets.
2. Stick to the school timetable:
All students are being asked to follow their
ordinary school timetable, working from 9am
until 3pm each day. This way all weekly lessons
will be covered and live lessons will never be
missed. The timetable for your child is available to
view on Class Charts.
Students working at home will need to plan their
time each day in order to make sure that all of their
tasks are done. A daily routine is essential.
3. Check Google Classroom carefully:
At the start of each lesson slot, all students have to
do is check the work for the subject on Google
Classroom - then get on with it! Each lesson will
ﬁnish ﬁve minutes early, giving students time to
refresh and get set up for their next period of
learning.
If students cannot access a device all day, they are
asked to watch all live lesson recordings. As we use
a blended learning approach, there will always be
some work for the day that they can get on with.

4. Take breaks at break and lunchtimes:
Our school break time runs from 11am to 11.20am
and lunchtime is from 13.20pm until 2pm. Students
are encouraged to take these breaks away from
their screens.

Monitor your child’s wellbeing and mental
health.
You can make sure that your child eats well, gets to
bed in good time and is well-rested. You can also
encourage them to get out for fresh air and
exercise each day.

Take an active interest in their
learning.
As a parent or carer, supporting remote
learning may seem difﬁcult. Helping
students to follow their timetables, asking
them about their work and checking that
it’s done, and encouraging them to keep in
touch with their teachers is important.

